Information for prospective authors:

In order to be in line with the highest standards of the scholarly community, New Theories conduct a peer review process with the overriding goal of having the articles published in a way that the editorial board sees as the premium kind of doing Kunstwissenschaft. In addition to implementing the usual double-blind review model, we encourage our editorial staff to play a significantly greater role in making decisions about publishing or rejecting articles. The review process will therefore be conducted in such a way that the editorial board first decides on the appropriateness of the topic and the scholarly level of a particular article, and then, if it assesses that the article's topic and its general level are in line with the criteria of the journal, the article will be read by two reviewers, specialists in the field, either members of the scientific board or other relevant scholars. If both reviews are positive (with possible corrections), the article will be published; if both reviews are negative, the article will not be published; if one review is positive and the other is negative, the article will not be sent to a third reviewer but its publication will be decided by the editorial board. We see this third principle as the responsibility that an editorial board must take on itself if it does not wish to be merely the distributor of the articles received.

The length of articles should be between 5 and 8 thousand words. Articles may be submitted in English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Polish or Croatian language.

All submitted articles must be accompanied by an English abstract (300-500 words) and 5-7 keywords.

We accept submissions in both Chicago Author-Date system (https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-author-date) and Chicago Notes system (https://libguides.williams.edu/citing/chicago-notes)

Submissions for research articles section should be sent to e-mail addresses: kpurgar@aukos.hr and lrafolt@gmail.com

Submissions for reviews section should be sent to e-mail address: dvuger@gmail.com